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For larger companies and enterprises,
the issue is greatly magnified. A large
organization needs to be aware of
vulnerabilities not only in its own complex,
Cybersecurity risk management has outgrown
geographically distributed systems, but
also in those of its third-party vendors and
the traditional GRC model and is now too
suppliers. Is the endpoint software fully
complex for larger organizations to manage
patched? Does user access to systems require
entirely by hand. Paul Wagenseil explains
multi-factor authentication? Are the networks
how to implement an integrated cyber risk
properly segmented? How much access do
third parties have to company networks?
management software platform that can
This is where cyber risk management
automate much of the process and provide a
comes in. It is a framework and a process,
fuller, more accurate representation of your
defined in part by NIST Special Publication
800-37, for an organization to inventory,
organization’s security posture.
assess, prioritize, mitigate and monitor its
information-security risks, whether those
s organizations grow larger, so does
risks are in-house or in the systems of a third
the need to implement integrated
party.
cyber risk
Risk management is
management platforms
OUR EXPERTS: Integrated
not just a cataloguing of
that can properly take
Cyber Risk Management
vulnerabilities and other
stock of the hidden
weaknesses. Instead,
vulnerabilities that
Victor Gamra: CEO, FortifyData
it is a process that also
lie within company
GS Jha: Vice president, CIO and CISO, Accuray
takes into account how
networks and devices —
Juan Morales: CISO, Realogy Holdings Corp.
likely a weak spot is
and within third-party
Dr. Edward Marchewka: VP of IT, quality
likely to be exploited —
suppliers.
services and strategic planning, Gift of Hope
and what the resulting
Implementing
Gale Moericke: President of Crux Solutions
consequences would be.
integrated cyber risk
Jacob Ansari: Security advocate and former
Those risks and their
management platforms
CISO, Schellman
costs can be quantified,
will not only give
for example, as a dollar amount representing
organizations better ideas of their own risks,
annualized loss expectancy (ALE), an output
but also generate a more accurate security
for cyber risk quantification (CRQ) that is
rating than existing scoring services can
helpful to frame security financial discussions
provide.
with leadership and board members.
This eBook explains why, and explores
Additional methods to achieve cyber risk
how to set up an integrated cyber risk
quantification also include Factor Analysis
management solution.
of Information Risk (FAIR) Framework and
Bayesian Network Analysis.
Intro to cyber risk management
Risk management uses the assessment to
Every organization, big or small, needs to be
identify the most important risks, craft plans
aware of its own information-security risk.
to mitigate those risks, and monitor and
Even an auto mechanic shop should know
manage other risks that cannot immediately
whether the software on its single office PC
be fixed.
is up to date, while a family-run restaurant
Cyber risk management has traditionally
needs to know whether its point-of-sale
been performed manually, tallying
devices are secure.
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Time for Risk
Management 2.0
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up vulnerabilities revealed through
As IBM defines it, GRC “is an
questionnaires with IT staffers and
organizational strategy for managing
inventorying endpoint devices and other
governance, risk management, and
network assets. But this can lead to inherent
compliance with industry and government
bias, resulting in qualitative assessments that
regulations. GRC also refers to an integrated
may be too rosy — or too
suite of software capabilities
gloomy.
for implementing and
By contrast, integrated
managing an enterprise GRC
cyber risk management
program.”
solutions are partly or
However, one common
fully automated software
criticism of GRC frameworks
tools. They aim to speed
and GRC tools is that
up the inventorying and
they are heavily focused
prioritization steps through
on compliance with laws
scanning and machine
and regulations, and
learning, and also to remove
less concerned with risk
inherent bias by providing
assessment. So cyberdata-driven quantitative
risk management and the
Victor Gamra: CEO, FortifyData
assessments.
resulting tools have evolved
Because integrated cyber risk management
to fill in the gaps.
tools perform thorough assessments of a
Perhaps the best-known provider of
company’s systems both from inside and
integrated cyber risk management is RSA
outside the network perimeter, they can also
FortifyData allows you to automate
be used to generate security scores.
the entire [risk management]
For example, the cyber risk management
solution offered by FortifyData generates a
process and gain more visibility. It completely
risk score ranging from 300 to 900, much
removes the mindset of performing risk aslike a credit score. FortifyData Founder
sessments on a manual basis, replacing it
Victor Gamra says this score is much more
with a continual automated risk assessment.”
accurate than most security scores, which
are based on quick external scans that can’t
match the deep internal knowledge that
– Victor Gamra: CEO, FortifyData
FortifyData’s platform has.
“FortifyData allows you to automate the
Archer. Other companies with similar
entire [risk management] process and gain
services include CyberSaint, MetricStream
more visibility,” Gamra said. “It completely
and Smart Global Governance.
removes the mindset of performing risk
In general, assessing a large company’s
assessments on a manual basis, replacing it
cyber risk involves a combination of manual
with a continual automated risk assessment.”
and automated labor. While network scans
can be automated, other tasks such as
inventory of assets may have to be done by
Picking up where GRC leaves off
hand.
Cyber risk management can be seen as
One of the chief reasons to use cyber risk
an outgrowth of governance, risk and
management, and security scores as well,
compliance (GRC) strategies and platforms
is to be able to present easy-to-understand
that were formulated in the wake of the
known performance indicators to executives,
Enron and WorldCom scandals of 2001 and
board members and other stakeholders
2002.
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who may not have a deep understanding of
planning at Chicago-area organ-donation
cybersecurity and cyber risk.
matching firm Gift of Hope.
“Without having a platform, it’s hard
“It helps you tell the story to those who are
to communicate and make everyone with
making decisions,” Marchewka said. “There
a diverse background
are two legal precedents —
understand what you’re
CareMark in 1996, which
trying to do,” said GS Jha,
said that boards needed to
vice president, CIO and
be aware of risks, and Stone
CISO at medical-technology
v. Ritter in 2006, which
firm Accuray. “[A platform]
said that not only do boards
just makes it easier for
need to know about the risk,
everyone else to participate.”
but that boards need to do
A well-defined, wellsomething about the risks.
summarized, quantified
A risk-management program
summary of a firm’s cyber
presents the risks and
risk will communicate to top
lets you log and track the
decision makers that system GS Jha: Vice president, CIO and CISO, Accuray
decisions on the risks, which
vulnerabilities are not just an
reduces your legal liability.”
information-technology risk, but a risk to a
company’s business, profits and reputation.
From manual to automated
“If we implement the NIST cyber
The traditional, manual way of assessing
framework, we can reduce our risk by X
cyber risk involves spreadsheets,
number of dollars,” said Juan Morales,
questionnaires and checklists, then creating
CISO at Realogy Holdings Corp., which
a “risk matrix” that lists and prioritizes the
owns several internationally prominent
discovered vulnerabilities. It’s an efficient and
real-estate firms. “I can show the board and
thorough process as long as there aren’t too
leadership that this is a cost reducer and
many variables. Smaller companies may find
that the investment mitigates risk. Without
that the manual method is enough.
“We do ours old-school in an Excel
spreadsheet,” said Gale Moericke, president
Without having a platform, it’s hard
of Crux Solutions, a Fort Worth, Texas
to communicate and make everyone
networking-design firm. “What we have to
with a diverse background understand what
worry about is not that complicated. It’s easy
you’re trying to do. [A platform] just makes it
enough to do by hand.”
But as firms get larger, complications
easier for everyone else to participate.”
arise. There comes a point where the
entirely manual method just isn’t enough
– GS Jha: Vice president, CIO and CISO,
and software needs to take over. This is
Accuray
integrated risk management, defined as a
set of practices and processes supported by
having real data to justify my investments,
technologies that improve decision-making
I’m just putting my thumb in the air. With a
and visibility into an organization’s security
framework, I can justify my investments.”
and risk posture.
A cyber risk management program can
Gartner goes a bit more into detail. It
also lessen your company’s legal exposure,
says integrated risk management includes a
explained Dr. Edward Marchewka, vice
strategy based on a framework, assessment
president of IT, quality services and strategic
of assets and risks, “identification and
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address two major shortcomings in the riskimplementation of mechanisms to mitigate
management and security-ratings sectors.
risk,” communication with stakeholders,
“One was not having an automated riskmonitoring of systems, and finally “design
management system,” Gamra said. “The
and implementation of an IRM solution
other was that [the existing way of assessing
(IRMS) architecture.”
risk] misrepresented the risk
The frameworks are
level.”
varied but can include the
“Lots of CISOs rely on
FAIR framework and its
risk ratings to present to
associated ALE output, the
the board,” Gamra added,
System and Organization
“but if it’s not a true
Controls (SOC2) framework
representation, then it’s one
developed by the American
of the major issues that we’re
Institute of Certified Public
solving in the market today.
Accountants (AICPA), the
We wanted to do something
ISO/IEC 27001 informationbetter. We knew it could be
security management
done only via active, live
framework developed by the
assessments.”
International Organization
Juan Morales: CISO, Realogy Holdings Corp.
One of the driving
for Standardization (ISO)
imperatives for security
and the International
scores, and for cyber risk management, is to
Electrotechnical Commission, as well as the
get an idea of the security posture of existing
aforementioned NIST SP 800-37.
and potential third-party suppliers and
Using well-understood frameworks lets
vendors, as well as of potential acquisition
users of the risk-management platforms
targets.
better comprehend what the platforms
Gamra pointed out that FortifyData’s
tell them and also provides guidelines for
platform can be run to examine thirdmitigation and remediation. If a third party is
party systems as well as the client’s own
being assessed, for example in the course of a
systems. The level of insight depends on the
merger or acquisition or when considering a
willingness of the third party to open up its
new supplier or vendor, the frameworks give
systems, but Gamra said that FortifyData’s
all parties involved a fuller understanding of
modular platform allows it to adapt to any
the eventual assessment report.
level of access — at any time.
However, in most cases, even the
automated cyber risk management platforms
still involve a fair bit of manual reporting.
Integrated cyber risk management’s impact
Questionnaires often require qualitative
on security ratings
self-reporting, which can contain inherent
FortifyData also aims to challenge
positive bias.
the existing security-ratings model by
FortifyData entered this space in 2015 and
providing its clients with a more thorough
offers what it calls the first fully automated
understanding of their own organizations’
cyber risk management tool that can analyze
security posture.
your company, or a third-party vendor, inside
Gamra argues that FortifyData’s
and out. Not only will it do an external scan,
comprehensive assessment and the resulting
but it can perform an internal assessment
score are more useful and more accurate
entirely automatically, without manual filling
than the scores offered by traditional ratings
out of questionnaires.
services, which generally do only external,
Gamra said the company was created to
passive scans of limited scope of a company’s
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more appropriate,” he said. “To provide a
internet-facing assets and may miss other
little more context and nuance rather than
vulnerabilities that are not as visible.
just a number.”
From FortifyData’s point of view, its
Asked if FortifyData’s score-adjustment
offering is a natural and necessary evolution
function could lead to
of the security-ratings
abuse by companies that
industry, which began about a
simply want to massage
decade ago and is dominated
their scores, Gamra replied
by externally-scanning
that the entire process is
companies such as Security
transparent, both to the
Scorecard and BitSight.
client using the tool and to
To Gamra, such services
anyone else who wants to
provide a wide but shallow
see how the security score
understanding of risk by
was derived.
rapidly ingesting public-facing
“Everything is logged
metrics from hundreds or even
in our systems, so if
thousands of companies, then
they make any kind of
generating and selling those
Jacob Ansari: Security advocate and former CISO,
Schellman
adjustments, you can see
scores back to the companies
it,” Gamra said. “We are
scanned and to any other
completely transparent. We will allow the
company interested in partnering with or
organization assessing that client to see the
acquiring them.
data. We’re not just showing a score, we’re
showing you everything that the client has
How accurate are security ratings?
done to include the adjustment of that score.”
Inaccuracy is indeed a common complaint
about traditional security ratings. For
example, many scoring services will scan
Drawbacks of integrated cyber risk
all of a company’s registered domains and
management
then dock points if they find no security
There are potential drawbacks to purchasing
protections. That sounds fine in theory, but
and implementing a cyber risk management
in practice can lead to unfair ratings.
tool. Chief among them is the possibility that
FortifyData aims to eliminate inaccuracies
the platform you select might quickly become
and provide a deeper, more nuanced view of
outdated.
an organization’s actual security posture.
“Like most things in technology, it will
“We’re performing a much more
be the latest and greatest for a while, but
comprehensive analysis using the NIST
then the world will change,” said Realogy’s
RMF [risk management framework],” said
Morales. “You could get pinned into
Gamra. “We’re making the score much more
one particular view of risk, and you may
relevant by improving the accuracy through
miss other portions of it. When selecting
classifying assets and evaluating the impact
a platform, you need to make sure it’s
and likelihood of threat events occurring; the
compatible with your existing tools — and
core components of true risk management.”
your existing processes.”
To Realogy’s Morales, such a platform is
One might expect a cyber risk management
a welcome addition to the security-ratings
platform to solve all their security woes. But
system.
its results depend upon its inputs, and it can’t
“If the security rating can provide more
solve the human factor.
context and what exactly it’s looking at and
“Often the manual questionnaire asks
what it’s scanning, I think that would be
the wrong questions,” said Jacob Ansari,
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How to implement integrated cyber risk
management
Implementing an integrated cyber risk

management solution will take time, money
and manpower, not least because your
organization will have to inventory all its
assets.
“It’s going to require the highest degree
of commitment,” said Accuray’s Jha. “It’s
going to require money, personnel, tools,
technology. ... You need time to get everyone
on board, get the capital, get the investment
needed.”
While that will be the case for some, it’s
important to note that new tools are helping
to automate these steps to make the process
more efficient and dynamic to keep pace with
changes to threats and environments.
The general guidelines for a more
automated approach were laid out in
the National Institute of Standards and
Technology’s (NIST) Special Publication
800-30, Revision 1. That document has since
been superseded by NIST SP 800-37, but the
general guidelines still apply:

1. Inventory all your assets

You will have to inventory all of your
company’s computing and digital devices,
including laptops, desktops, servers,
smartphones, tablets, network devices and
so on. You’ll also need to catalogue all the
software being used in your organization,
from the endpoint to the data center, and
the version numbers of the software. If
your company has digitized intellectual
property, and most companies will, then
that needs to be indexed too. For example, a
news organization would need to catalogue
everything it had ever published and every
original photo it had taken.

2. Rank each asset in order of importance

You’ll want to assign each asset a relative
measure of importance. For example, your
main web servers will be more important
than an endpoint desktop that is rarely
used. A very successful patent, innovation or
publication should get greater priority than
one that was not successful.

3. Identify the security risks in your
organization
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security advocate and former CISO at
Schellman. “But the right questions are
harder to answer and harder to ask. You get
all this information, and very often the data
you get is a mushy middle between an epic
disaster and a perfect situation. So what do
you do with that? The tool you use is likely
unable to help you navigate that. There’s no
SaaS offering that will remove recalcitrant
executives who will downplay risk. That’s a
problem that you don’t get any help solving.”
At the moment, automated cyber risk
management tools are aimed at large and
enterprise-sized organizations. However,
medium and small businesses would find
great value in an automated solution,
especially if it allows them to avoid or forego
the traditionally manual process that they
are more likely to not find very useful. Small
to mid-size businesses can start to build a
program with an automated solution to yield
more accuracy and grow into the solution,
especially if small and medium enterprises
lack a dedicated security team.
Because they delve into all parts of a
company’s systems, and sometimes beyond,
as well as mitigating, monitoring and
managing vulnerabilities, integrated cyber
risk management tools can be a challenge to
implement and use.
“Cyber risk platforms are often difficult to
find, implement and maintain,” said Rahul
Mahna, managing director of managed
security services at EisnerAmper Digital, part
of a New York-based accounting firm.
“It’s due to these challenges that
IT departments often shy away from
implementing such solutions — regardless
of the benefit,” Manha added. “One
solution to this problem is to outsource to
an independent vendor who is skilled in
the management and can keep the cyber
resiliency program moving forward.”
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4. Assess and prioritize the risks

Now that you’ve identified the risk,
you need to prioritize them in order
of importance and imminence. Which
vulnerabilities are most likely to be exploited?
What kind of attack would have the most
damaging impact? Knowing that will tell you
what ought to be fixed first.

5. Identify possible mitigations

Run down the list of the highest-priority
risks and figure out how or if they can be
fixed or at least defanged. Can some of the
vulnerabilities be quickly patched? Will
implementing two-factor authentication/
multi-factor authentication for user accounts
better protect your digital assets and your
networks? How about better identity
and access management solutions? Will
cybersecurity training for your employees help?

the benefits. Obviously, a high-priority risk
that can be easily and quickly fixed should be
done ASAP. But what about something that
would cost a lot but present little risk?

7. Re-assess the risks after mitigations

After all the planned mitigations have been
implemented, assess which risks remain. Do
you want to try to tackle those next? Or are
the costs just too high?

8. Monitor the ongoing risks

You can never get rid of risks entirely. Your
risk-management program will continue
to monitor existing risks that can’t be
immediately taken care of. It should also
alert you to new risks that arise for which
you’ll have to run through these steps all over
again.
For more information about ebooks from
SC Media, please contact Bill
Brenner, VP, content strategy, at
bill.brenner@cyberriskalliance.com.
If your company is interested in sponsoring
an ebook, please contact Dave Kaye, chief
revenue officer, at (917) 613-8460, or via
email at dave.kaye@cyberriskalliance.com.

6. Assess the costs

Many of the mitigations will be expensive,
and you may have to weigh the costs versus
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After having catalogued all your devices
and software, you’ll want to make sure
that everything is up to date. Are there still
vulnerabilities that have yet to be patched?
Are there hardware risks that are not easy to
fix? What kind of authorization is protecting
the cloud storage servers where your backcatalogue intellectual property is stored?
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